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Why I can't play Grand Chase.

Dear First name who is (most likely) an avid fan of mine,

I am writing to you today with great frustration because of the Negative word starting with f up things that are

currently happening on the Grand Chase servers. You see, as simple as you would think it'd be to hop on Grand

Chase and play an excellent match of PvP with other knowledgeable Noun it is simply not possible at

the moment. No, not because everybody is bad, that's an issue for another mad lib. The problem at the moment is

that at least 60% of the time, maybe even more (Probably more, I am way too Good adjective such as nice or cool / 

Forgiving adjective such as forgiving I cannot see the enemy player and the enemy player cannot see me. This

always results in a waiting contest to see which of us is more manly. Although I always win (for obvious reasons

...) I'd much rather win in a test of skill than manliness, as I have nothing to prove in the manliness department (

Let's be honest, I am Verb ending in ing with it.) This is an issue for me and other players as well, as

although they're obviously going to take a loss regardless, I'm sure they'd much rather do so actually getting 3-

0'd rather than having to leave. I love Grand Chase and I would love to be able to play it again. As I have no idea

how complicated this problem may be to solve, I will give you guys a week or so to fix the servers. If they're not

fixed by then, I will most likely not play a day or two after you fix them to show my Noun . However,

don't worry about it too much because I'll Adjective boot up Grand Chase eventually because the game

calls



to me. I will sometimes be asleep when I hear this tender, somewhat erotic voice calling to me Writer of 

this madlib weeee neeeed youuuu."; And honestly I cannot help but come back to the game. It's also freaks me

out because the voice is none other than my own. Well, that's about all I have to say at the moment. Please try

your hardest to fix the servers as they are literally IMPOSSIBLE to play on at the moment.
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